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By Grafton Rouse

They did it, they did it, yes, they did it.  The British Columbia Columbia Organization of Caribbean
Cultural Associations (BCOCCA) held its first Caribbean Culture Expo on October 1 st, 2016 at the
Allan  Emmott  Center  in  Burnaby.   With  the  help  of  a  small  grant  from  the  British  Columbia
Government BCOCCA was able to plan and organize an event which allowed Caribbean nations to
showcase their culture in the form of music, art and food.  This was the first event of its kind and many
people who attended were so pleased with what they saw that they said this should become an annual
event.

The Caribbean Culture Expo was coordinated between BCOCCA with Neville Thomas as President
and  the  Caribbean  Community  Health  Support  Group  (CCHSG)  operating  under  the  auspices  of
BCOCCA with Grafton Rouse as Program Coordinator.  The objective of the Expo was to enhance and
promote  Caribbean  Culture  and  bring  awareness  to  some  of  the  traditions  handed  down  by  our
Caribbean  ancestors.  While there are many facets of Caribbean life worth exploring, it was felt that
showcasing music, art and food was a good way to start.  

The afternoon began with a welcome address by Neville who gave thanks to people who supported the
venture.  These include:  The British Columbia Government which provided the grant, the National
Congress of Black Women Foundation – Vancouver Chapter, Co-op Radio 100.5 FM, The Patty Shop,
Kerry's Kitchen, Maureen's Natural Foods, The Allan Emmott Center, BCOCCA's member associations
and the community at large.  Following the welcome address, Bob Gabriel brought greetings in a letter
from John Yap, MLA for Richmond Steveston.

There was no cost to attend or participate in the Expo.  Several free tables were available on a first-
come first-served basis to anyone wanting to showcase their cultural items.  Those who took advantage
of the free tables were :  The National Congress of Black Women Foundation – Vancouver Chapter,
Jamaican Canadian Cultural Association of BC, St. Vincent and the Grenadines Association of Greater
Vancouver, Maureen's Natural Foods/Nestor's, Trinidad and Tobago Cultural Society of BC, Auntie
Bev,  Antigua and Barbuda Cultural Society of BC,  Carl and Judy Beach, Guyanese Canadian Cultural
Association of BC, Jamaica Eats, Carnival Sensations and BCOCCA.

The room was beautifully decorated with various flags, banners and displays.  As you entered from
either the front or back door, you felt transported to the Caribbean with only the sun, sand and sea
missing.  To make up for that loss, showers of blessings were bestowed upon us.  On display were
several fliers, books, magazines and various artifacts from the Caribbean.  When last did you see a Pith
Helmet?  How long ago was it that you had your pound of sugar weighed on a balance scale?  And do
you remember playing Warri with marbles or nickies?  Also on display was a replica of your dad's
stacking  lunch bucket which your mom used to take to his place of work every day at 12 o'clock.   
Some merchants offered t-shirts, paintings, potatoes, yams, plantains, mangoes, carrots, sugar cakes,
seasonings,  sauces ginger beer  and sweetbreads for sale.   Rice and chicken were also available at
nominal cost.   St. Vincent and Jamaica in addition to a very multi-coloured table display, showed table
top videos of their islands and events on tablets.
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The  rainy  afternoon  offered  people  the  opportunity  to  see  a  variety  of  Caribbean  products  and
entertainment  devoid  of  the  usual  multicultural  marketing  format.   What  made  it  special  is  that
Caribbean people  expressed the  feeling  that  we now have something we can  call  our  own.   This
Caribbean Culture Expo should not be compared to larger events such as the Caribbean Days Festival
or the Surrey Fusion Fest which follow a different format.  This was small scale in comparison, and
more intimate.  Most people spoke very positively about the Expo and expressed a desire to see it
continue on a yearly basis.  There was a feeling by some that in future we should invite other merchants
that weren't there this year.  As this was the first event of its kind the feedback will enable us in further
planning.  Please bear in mind that this Expo was pulled together in a relatively short time.  

In May of this year after getting half of the grant money applied for, we  had to decide how we were
going to manage it.  Starting from scratch we held a couple of meetings where we put many cultural
items on the table and narrowed them down to the three main topics of music, food and art.  We looked
at several options for staging the Expo including partnering with others, but they turned out to be not
feasible.  We decided to go it alone which meant finding a suitable location.  We considered several
sites but found they were not available on the date we had in mind so we had to keep looking until we
found the Allan Emmott Center and signed an agreement with them on August 17th, 2016.  In addition
we were  under  pressure  to  give  a  preliminary report  on  our  progress  to  the  funding  authority  in
September with a final report by March 2017.

There are many people to be thanked for helping to make this venture the success it was.  To try to
name them all may result in somebody being missed and we wouldn't want to do that, but you know
who you are and we thank you all for your help.  There are however, some people who jumped in at the
beginning to help and I would be remiss in not mentioning them as they showed a strong interest in
what we were trying to accomplish.  They are Maryanne Pyne, who agreed to assist with promotion,
decorating and the video;  Kenrick Headley who assured us not to worry about the music that he would
take care of it, and Nalda Callender who assisted  in organizing the food, and with liability insurance
through the Congress of Black Women Foundation – Vancouver Chapter.  We also want to thank those
who donated cash to help offset cost, it is gratefully accepted.  Lastly, and equally important, is the
contribution  by  Pearl  Tingle,  President  of  the  Canadian  Jamaican  Medical  Assistance  Society
(CJMAS) an associate member of BCOCCA, for her support in making the event a success.

Entertainment for the event was provided by Master Pannist Kenrick Headley and the Pantastic Youth
Steel band, a very talented group of steel pan players;  DJ Taz who provided music between the pan
players breaks,  King Fish who defies age when it comes to the limbo dance and Carnival Sensations, a
very energetic young group of dancers.  A continuous video of the Caribbean islands was provided by
Maryanne Pyne.

Dropping in to spend time with us at the Expo were the Honorary Consuls of Barbados and Jamaica
Mrs. Marilyn Moseley, and Mrs. Wilma King,  and Mel Warner of Co-op Radio 100.5 FM.  Their
interest in the Expo is greatly appreciated..
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